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To: RSU #38 Board of Education  
From: Director of Curriculum, Instruction & Assessment 
Date: May 27, 2021 
Re: Fy ’21 End of year Report for Every Student Succeeds Act Funding 
 
ESSA Summary 2020-21 
 
Overall GOALS (reflective of Strategic Plan) 
Goal #1   Develop, implement, and support rigorous, innovative educational 
programs that motivate, challenge and engage students in order to promote 
achievement for all learners IN ALL MLR CONTENT AREAS. 
 
Goal #2   Increase capacity to meet Goal #1 by providing collaborative 
professional learning and growth opportunities for curriculum development and 
inquiry into rigorous, engaging standards-based pedagogy and assessment 
practices for live AND virtual learning in MATH, LITERACY and OTHER MLR 
CONTENT AREAS. 
 
Goal #3   Support professional development needs of staff in order to provide an 
inclusive, supportive, and comprehensive educational program that includes 
alternative/multiple pathways through which students can meet learning 
standards. 
 
PROJECTS:   

Family Involvement 
Brief description: Mathematics and Literacy Interventionists from our three Title I eligible 
schools will collaboratively plan Family Involvement activities to provide positive experiences 
for families and students that strengthen each family's ability to support learning at home (with 
a focus on meeting the need of intervention students and their families). 
 
Principals and Instructional Coaches will collaborate with staff to develop common guidelines 
for effective use of SeeSaw to communicate with families about their learning in school and 
celebrate students' achievements. 
 
Mathematics and Literacy Coaches and Interventionists, will collaborate with classroom 
teachers and technology staff to provide virtual synchronous and asynchronous sessions for 
families to help them understand the curricular approaches used in our district, why, and how 
they can support their students' learning within different subject areas, with a focus this year 
on literacy and math. 
 
Allocated Funds:  $7,519.55                 Expended Funds to date:  $172.23 
 
Outcomes:   
It was a challenging year due to the pandemic! Interventionists planned for Family involvement 
activities that never were realized due to the unanticipated continuation of hybrid status, which 
interfered with their ability to meet to plan AND the implementation of their plans.  
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• Mt. Vernon hosted a very successful outdoor family literacy activity to introduce their 
newly created story trail, which was mostly supported through other grant funds, but 
some entitlement funds helped support this event.  

• Teachers gradually built a strong record of communication with families through the 
new SeeSaw platform purchased through CRF funds (next year through ESSER II). 
Principals and technology integrators helped support this process through designated 
professional development and support.  

 
Title V Strengthening Rural and Small Schools  

Brief description:  Interventionist/coaches will strengthen the RTI process and provide 
coaching and support to classroom teachers of at risk students in K-5, especially when new 
students at risk move in mid year. How? District level coaches/consultants will work with 
interventionists to identify strategies for supporting Tier I and Tier II within classrooms. 
Interventionists will work collaboratively WITH classroom teachers to ensure all students get 
high quality instruction tailored to their individual needs to make a year's growth in math or 
literacy. (This project, will contribute $20,000 toward the salary of a math or literacy 
interventionist in our non Title I eligible school.) 

 
Allocated Funds:  $10,921.65   +  $15,034.47                   Expended Funds to date:  $22,652.36 
 
Outcomes:  These funds were expended as indicated to support interventionist salaries at the 
non-Title I eligible school.   
      However, we also made significant progress on the RtI related goals district wide through 
collaborative meetings with K-5 Principals, K-5 school level RtI coordinators, instructional 
coaches, and the Director of Special Education.  The clarification of identification procedures 
and forms that can also serve as pre-referral documents should strengthen responsiveness and 
consistent implementation of RtI pathways for all students, K-5, in the future. In addition, the 
instructional coaches and Director of Curriculum and Director of Technology have been meeting 
with the Superintendent to refine expectations for interventionists to include more support for 
Tier I instruction at all schools.  
 

Title II Multiple Pathways/Alternative 
Description:  Staff from the Alternative Programs at Maranacook Middle and High Schools will 
examine priority standards for units & projects for students in alternative/multiple pathways 
programs in grades 6-12 through consultation and professional development provided by a 
consultant from the Rural Aspirations Project. 
 
Allocated Funds:   $7,525.00             Expended to date:  $0 
 
Outcomes:  Faculty members from the Maranacook Alternative Program at the high school 
evaluated program changes approved by Board in Spring 2019 and completed work on 
curriculum documents for courses to be offered in Year 2 and Year 3 of the program. Kelsea 
Bickford and Hannah Moran shared a brief update on the MAP program and those curriculum 
documents with the Curriculum Committee in April and then they were approved by the full 
Board in May.  
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Other Title II Professional Development 
Description:  Support costs of professional development in effective delivery of literacy 
instruction in synchronous/asynchronous virtual learning or live learning contexts: i.e., Leveled 
Literacy Training for Interventionist at WES and TI Literacy Ed. Tech. at Mt. Vernon ( to be 
funded through Title I); planning of job embedded professional development in Literacy 
Footprints for primary classes (to be funded through Title II) ; Reading Recovery training course 
for WES T1 Literacy Interventionist (to be funded through Title I) ; CPE for Reading Recovery 
Teachers from the other three schools (Funded through Title I for WES & RES Literacy 
Interventionists and Title V for MES Interventionist); planning for job-embedded professional 
development by the K-5 literacy interventionists for strategic implementation of Literacy 
Footprints guided reading program and word study in the primary grades (planning time for 
school-based PD for WES, Mt. Vernon, or RES through Title1; planning time for school-based PD 
for MES funded through TII, planning time for any district-based PD funded through TII, K-12)  
 
Support costs of professional development for teachers in delivering inquiry-based science and 
social studies lessons in synchronous/asynchronous virtual learning or live learning contexts (K-
12): i.e. NGSS Unit Sampler by MMSA ; K-4 Phenomena-Based Science Teaching & Learning; 
Teaching Students to Ask their Own Questions: Best Practices in the Question Formulation 
Technique (all examples funded through Title II). 
 
Support costs of continued professional development for coaches and interventionist/coaches 
to build capacity for student-centered coaching, K-12; i.e MCLA Student Centered Coaching 
Summit; consultation and PD with Barbara Bourgoine on coaching moves a few times each 
trimester; other webinars and professional coaching resources. 
 
Support planning and delivery of professional development for teachers, K-12, in effective 
delivery of curriculum and instruction leveraging technology to provide an efficient blend of 
synchronous and asynchronous instruction. (To be funded with Title II funds) 
 
Allocated Funds:      $35,690                                                Expended:   $6,470.28 
                                                                                      
Outcomes:  Despite the constraints of the pandemic, quite a few of the professional learning 
goals were accomplished. Continued support for elementary literacy interventionists was 
provided through the Reading Recovery network. In addition, we were able to support 
interventionists in attending virtual conferences in their content areas. Fidelity processes were 
worked out for implementation of effective practices in math and literacy and virtual 
observations with teachers, coaches, and school leaders were held at the K-5 level.  
 
Copies of the Distance Learning Playbook were purchased for all teachers, K-12. The Director of 
Technology, K-12 Literacy Coach and the K-12 Math Coach met jointly with the Technology 
Integrationists to develop a Distance Learning Website with resources and local examples for 
RSU #38 staff.  
 
Principals and staff at the middle and high school provided their own inhouse professional 
development. A lot of positive team building happened  at individual schools this year. 
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However, the greatest challenge was the inability to meet with teachers in content area teams, 
K-12.   
 
ESEA Coordinator 
For the first time in 8 years, a project was developed to support an ESEA coordinator, with an 
eye to mentoring someone in the district to take over this responsibility when the current 
Director of Instruction retires in July, 2021.  
 
                              Title 1                          Title II                              Title V                   
Allocated             $2500.                        $1800                                $1000 
Expended to date          $640.17.                    $1280.38                           $365.81 
 
Outcomes: However, a gradual transition  of these responsibilities has not yet materialized, so 
for now, the expenditures that have been made are for additional days for the current Director 
(who is currently only working 3/5 time) to complete ESSA related work and attend Maine DOE 
sessions.  
 

Mt. Vernon Schoolwide Program, Readfield Elementary Title I & II, & Wayne Elementary 
Schoolwide Program 

Increase student achievement and decrease achievement gaps in math and reading. (Title Ia) 
 
Increase instructional capacity at by providing coherent professional development 
experiences and evidence-based programs for teacher use. (Title II)  
 
Brief Description: 
The overall purpose of our Title Ia programs is to sustain robust literacy and math intervention 
programs that are inclusive, support students in becoming strategic learners who can 
generalize strategies to classroom settings; support teachers in providing intentional Tier I 
instruction that incorporates evidence-based practices; AND involve families in supporting their 
children's literacy and math development.   
 

RES: Title I support will be used to supplement district funding for the two 
interventionist positions at RES. The full-time math interventionist and full-time literacy 
interventionist will provide targeted instruction for students identified as significantly below 
grade level benchmarks.  
 

MtVES and WES: As both of these schools have completed the application process to 
become Schoolwide Title One schools, ALL students in the school are considered eligible for 
support. For this reason, interventionists in those schools have been providing more support for 
Tier I instruction in the classroom, through co-planning and coteaching. Both schools have also 
been identified as Tier 3 Title I schools, so each have a school Leadership Team that meets one 
to two times per month to self-assess the school on instructional practices and student growth. 
(To the extent possible we have tried to align the Tier III projects with the overall ESSA district 
level projects.) 
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At MtVES and WES Title I AND the Tier III Innovative grant we wrote are providing funding for 
Interventionists (and a TI educational technician at MTVES).  
 
Early in the fall a decision was made to continue in first semester/trimester to limit caseloads, 
due to the abbreviated hybrid day, and to serve the same high priority students identified in 19-
20 through intervention services. 
 
Allocated Funds     Title I $187,806.00          Title II $45015.18        Title 5 $10,921.69 
 
Outcomes   It was a challenging year due to CoVid for RtI teams to a) meet regularly throughout 
the year to re-identify the students in a school most in need of intervention, b) for Intervention 
staff to meet regularly with identified students without interfering with their access to classroom 
based Tier I instruction, and c) consistently collect quality assessment data on students 
participating in intervention.   
 
Our district assessment window didn’t close until last Friday and NWEA reports were not 
available until Monday. Some Interventionists are still struggling to get access to students who 
have been in quarantine or out for other reasons. (They won’t turn in their final data reports until 
June 9.) However, the chart in your folder shows PRELIMINARY assessment results for students in 
intervention. 
 
Observations: 

Based on data that has been received to date, it appears that: 
• Overall, as reported to the Board in Nov., NWEA testing in Oct. indicated that while 

students might not have grown as much as usual during second semester/third trimester 
in 2019-20, neither did they demonstrate the “summer learning loss” typical of students 
in intervention programs.  
 

• WHY? The conscientious efforts by coaches and interventionists to repeatedly reach out 
to offer support to students on intervention caseloads throughout the period of school 
closure last spring and over the summer had a positive impact on many of our students 
who were most at risk in math and literacy. Their efforts mitigated the “summer loss” 
that’s expected for such groups.  

 
• Our decision to wait to do Fall NWEA testing until a month into the school year allowed 

ALL students to “get back into the saddle” of school prior to Fall testing. Fall scores were 
relatively strong! However, as the year wore on, students and staff became CoVid weary; 
Jan. and even May NWEA scores did not reflect additional growth for many students.  
 

• Students in the younger grades had a deeper impact (more regression in the time not in 
school, by loss of school time due to covid, and it was therefore harder for them to 
recover learning and “rebound” upon return. Students in K and 1 are very dependent on 
direct interactions with teachers and peers for learning foundational skills for reading 
and math. This influenced students’ performance on end of year assessments. As an 
elementary literacy interventionist noted Many of the first graders were being 
instructed at higher levels than what they could pass, independently… These students' 
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processing systems are still not at a point where they are able to pull all of the sources of 
information presented in texts, and use it to problem solve, at an independent 
level…students still require teacher scaffolding and prompting to know how to use the 
information effectively. 

 
• Hybrid status for a full year compromised  RtI referral, progress monitoring, and 

intervention service delivery. Many students identified for intervention could not access 
multiple layers of instruction (i.e. classroom Tier I lessons and practice AND intervention 
reinforcement of the same concepts) on a regular basis. This impacted the growth of 
students identified for intervention. 
 

• For students in intervention services, intervention teachers used additional performance 
measures to verify growth; Howard County grade level screeners for mathematics and the 
Developmental Reading Inventory for K-5. 

 
FY ’22 ESSA Proposed Projects 

 
Anticipated Entitlement Funding: 

   Title I         $176,949         (Down $5,857.00) 
     Homeless/Fostercare     1,000                                           
                                     Interventionist/Specialist salaries (K-5) 
                                    ESEA Coordinator  5,000 
                                   T1  PD                       
                            

Title II        $  51,188.        (Up $6,173.)    ($52382 so far)               
                       Math 
                       Literacy          
                      Equity & Collections.   1500. 
                      ESEA Coordinator 5,000 
                     Instruction, RtI  
                     MMSA  22,000 
Title IV       $  18,162         (Down $1,872). Transfer? 
Title V        $   11,583        (Up $662)  
 
Title I  
          Tier III schools will continue with their plans to raise student achievement by 
strengthening Tier I classroom-based instruction.  Continue to use Title I funding to help 
support K-5 Math and Literacy specialist positions in Title I schools (and use some Title IV 
and V funding to support them at the non Title I eligible school).  
 
Action #1 Transfer Title IV funds (1872) to Title V (11583) to use to help support an 
interventionist salary at MES (13,000) 
  Question #2 What might  $455 be used for to strengthen  RtI?      $455 for RtI 
Suggestion: REWRITE a district goal to incorporate Stengthen rigorous “tiers” of 
instruction K-12 by leveraging effective teaching practices and  providing  collaborative 
support for by interventionist / specialists for Tier 1 instruction.  
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Action #2 Allocate __________ from TI for remaining salaries for Math & Lit 
Interventionists at Mt. Vernon/Wayne (50K for salaries for Tier III for Int & T1 Ed Techs at 
Mt. Vernon from Innovative grant) and some for Literacy and Math Specialists at Readfield 
Elementary for targeted instruction.  Brigette question!! 
 

             Action #3 Review DRAFT PD activities (See list at end under district PD Project) 
                                
             Reading Recovery CPD (continuing professional development)  
             2 @ $2000 = $4000  (TI) 
             1 @ $1700 for Lit Lessons course (WES) (TI) 
                               (Julie Royall regional coordinator? RR??) 
             Lit. Workshops (i.e. The Joy of Reading with Donalyn Miller $200 + travel (UMO); Literacy 
for All (Leslie College in RI usually)              4 X $400. Registration + Travel 126 mi (Orono) X .55 = 
                                                                                                                                    440 mi (Providence) = 
                                                                                        Lodging 4 nights @ $200 + $400 meals = 1200  
                                                                                                                                      2800+311=@3100(K-5) 
                                                                                       7                     
              Math Specialist Conferences        3 X $400 Registration + Travel ??  
  
               
              Math Summer IM PD – Paying Teachers Aug 19   : 1728 (T1)   
                                                                                              $2,420.28 Tier III, T1 
                                                                                              $1882.50 TII 
                                                         PD cost, Aug 19,30:  $8000   Tier III, T1 
                   
             Math IM PD Fall & Winter                                  $10,000 TII 
                                    Spring                                                 $5,400 TBD  
                                                                                                                                    

Family Involvement  
          Providing more opportunities to exchange information about what is taught, how, 
and what families can do to support their students’ learning in different content areas 
continues to be a need in our district. Traditionally these efforts have been primarily at 
the K-5 level, as this is an explicit requirement for Title I schools.  
 
Professional Development 
          Projects to support professional development for staff in mathematics, literacy, 
science, and addressing diversity and inclusion within our curriculum are being planned.   
Also, we have already started to identify effective instructional practices for achievement 
recovery / “rebound. ” Ongoing professional development to support staff in 
implementation of these practices may also be provided through Title II funds. 
       Contracts in the works:  
            Maine Math and Science Alliance, 9-12          11,000 
            Maine Math and Science Alliance, 6-8            11.000 
            Literacy gr K-12                                    11,000 
                            RR K-5                                      4,000 (T1) 
                            RR K-5                                      2,000 (TII) 
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                            CONFS, K-12                            4,000 (TII) 
                            K-12 (vendor TBD)                  3500 (TII)  
                            WES Lit Specialist course?    1700 (T1)  
            Bridges and Illustrative Mathematics (math standards’ practices), Mathematics, K-5 
                                                                              11,882.50 TII 
                                                                                  1728. T1      
            Math CONFS, K-12                                    4000 (TI & TII)  
            Instructional Practices, RtI, ?                       
 
Diversifying collections and curriculum, PreK-12 (collaborative worktime and workshops, if 
desired)                                                                   1500 TII  
 

Note: Title II is specifically for professional development, but ESSERF (Elementary and 
Secondary School Emergency Relief Fund)  can be used for recovery of learning resources and 
programs so we are trying to use these grants in complementary, coordinated ways to 
strengthen teaching and learning, PreK-12. 

 
We welcome your feedback and suggestions on suggested projects and use of next year’s 
ESEA/ESSA federal grant funds. Please send your suggestions to Dr. Nancy Harriman at the 
RSU #38 Central Office (Email: nancy_harriman@maranacook.com) by June 16, 2021.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


